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The newest vessel in the Silversea family, Silver Spirit offers the distinctive luxuries and
celebrated lifestyle Silversea guests adore, plus enticing enhancements including Stars Supper
Club, an Asian-themed restaurant, an expansive 8,300-square-foot spa, a resort-style pool, four
whirlpools, and the largest suites in the Silversea fleet.

  

For Silver Spirit, 2013 begins with voyages that sail through the Caribbean, across the Panama
Canal and into Mexico. February features maiden visits to French Polynesia, Kiribati and all the
major islands in Hawaii. And extended season of Mediterranean sailings focuses on the Greek
Isles, Athens and Istanbul, and the Black Sea region. In late November, Silver Spirit arrives in
Fort Lauderdale for a series of roundtrip Caribbean cruises culminating with a luxurious 14-day
holiday cruise.

  

On board are 368 crew members and 484 pax. The length is 196mtrs and sails under the flag of
Bahamas.

  

Celebrity Silhouette
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Celebrity Silhouette is the fourth ship in the Solstice class, her sister ships being Celebrity
Equinox, Celebrity Eclipse, Celebrity Solstice and Celebrity Reflection. Solstice, Equinox, and
Eclipse entered service in 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively. Silhouette was launched in 2011,
and Reflection, the final ship in the Celebrity Solstice series, launched in 2012.

  

Facilities aboard Celebrity Silhouette include:

  

-          The Lawn Club, a country club-like activity center on the uppermost deck, with a
half-acre of grass.

  

-          First ship in the fleet to have a grill at The Lawn Club called Lawn Club Grill which is in
place of the glass blowing theatre featured on the first three Solstice Class ships.

  

-          First ship in the fleet to feature restaurant The Porch at the Lawn Club which is also in
place of the glass blowing theatre featured on the first three Solstice Class ships.

  

-          First ship in the fleet to have The Alcoves, verandas at the Lawn Club

  

-          First ship in the fleet to have an Art Studio at The Lawn Club

  

-          First ship in the fleet to have The Hideaway

  

-          The Celebrity Silhouette has 12 restaurants

  

-          The iLounge; a combination internet cafe and Apple Store.
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The length of this ship is 319 mtrs, BRT are 122210 and sails under the flag of Malta. On board
are 2840pax and 1226 crew members.
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